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Digital Operative Partners with Sentient Technologies to Provide AI-Powered 

Testing and Optimization using Sentient Ascend™ 
 

Summary: Digital Operative, Inc., a full-service digital agency, announces a strategic partnership 

with Sentient Technologies to provide Sentient’s artificial intelligence (AI) powered conversion rate 

optimization (CRO) solution, Sentient Ascend, to offer scalable testing programs for ecommerce 

companies seeking fast growth and digital optimization. 

 

San Diego, CA – July 27, 2017: Full-service digital agency, Digital Operative, specializes in 

growing ecommerce revenue for its customers through award-winning website design, digital 

marketing, conversion rate optimization (CRO), and technology. By partnering with Sentient 

Technologies, Digital Operative can now offer its customers, Sentient Ascend, an artificial 

intelligence (AI)-powered CRO solution that allows customers to compress test cycles from as 

much as a year into a few weeks while seeing conversion gains of up to 40 percent. The two 

companies will work together to optimize ecommerce experiences using Ascend for brands seeking 

a scalable, high-growth solution. 

 

“We are excited to be working with Digital Operative, an innovative, forward-thinking digital 

agency that understands the value of AI and what it can bring to the marketing mix,” said Gurmeet 

Lamba, chief operating officer at Sentient Technologies and general manager of Sentient Ascend. 

“Ascend acts as a force multiplier and accelerator for the strategies that experts like Digital 

Operative create, and by working together, we can deliver faster growth for ecommerce 

companies.”  

 

With the addition of Ascend to its suite of strategic partners, Digital Operative is now able to 

implement AI-based CRO tests, an alternative to A/B and multivariate solutions, which will 

facilitate increased revenue and conversions for clients. Ascend allows marketers to test multiple 

hypotheses on a website, from small changes like the color of a button to large-scale design and 

User Experience (UX) modifications, and Ascend’s AI evolves the optimal combination of those 

modifications to achieve the best conversion and revenue results. Features of Ascend include: 

 

• The ability to set up multiple experiments at once 

• Single page or multiple page testing options 

• Single page application support 

• The ability to test dozens of ideas, and thousands or even millions of page designs, over a 

short period of time 

• The discovery of unexpected interactions between elements based on AI, and not on human 

intellect 
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For example, Ascend may find that a button needs to be green, but only when it is transparent and 

the header is in small font. These interactions often exist and can be very difficult to find, but 

Ascend makes the discovery process automatic.  

 

“To say we are excited to leverage this new technology is a bit of an understatement,” said BJ 

Cook, CEO and Co-Founder of Digital Operative. “With the addition of Sentient’s AI-powered 

CRO platform, our testing process just got faster and more sophisticated. We are excited to use this 

technology and partnership to continue to help ecommerce brands increase revenue and grow their 

business.” 

 

About Digital Operative, Inc.: 

 

Digital Operative is an award-winning, full-service digital agency where transformative digital 

marketing meets creative commerce. We understand that today’s “anywhere customer” browses, 

compares, and buys across many channels. That’s why our offering is fully integrated to cover 

Brand Strategy, User Experience (UX), Visual Design, Digital Marketing, Analytics, and 

Development. We work with our clients to build better relationships with their customers at the 

intersection of commerce, content, and community, and our mission is to deliver cross-channel 

customer experiences that grow awareness, engagement, and revenue. For more information, please 

visit digitaloperative.com.  

 

About Sentient Technologies: 

 

Sentient Technologies builds disruptive products differentiated by scaled AI. Sentient's powerful 

distributed artificial intelligence (AI) platform combines multiple AI disciplines (deep learning, 

evolutionary AI, neuroevolution) with unmatched scale. Sentient has used its platform to launch 

Sentient Investment Management (sentientim.com) and Sentient Aware (sentient.ai/aware), an AI-

powered personalization and product recommendation engine used by some of the world’s top 

retailers. Sentient Ascend (sentient.ai/ascend), its artificial intelligence (AI) powered conversion 

rate optimization (CRO) solution, automates and accelerates website testing and optimization, 

allowing its customers to drive revenues and conversion improvements faster than ever before. In 

addition to its commercial endeavors, Sentient works with leading universities to apply AI to solve 

challenging problems in healthcare, food production and other areas.  For more information, 

visit sentient.ai. 
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